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Happening soon: The first WDG Board of Health meeting for
the year. Here's what is on the agenda:

MEETING PREVIEW: Board of Health Meeting for January 4, 2023
Wellington-Dufferin-Guelph Public Health is the proverbial early bird that gets the
worm in 2023 with the first board, committee or council meeting in 2023! The first
meeting of the Board of Health…

https://guelphpolitico.ca/2022/12/27/meeting-preview-board-of-health-meeting-for-janu…

The Zoom meeting has opening and everyone's filing into the virtual meeting room. Stand

by.

Dr. Nicola Mercer officially calls the meeting to order. She will chair the meeting until a new

Board chair is elected in a few minutes.

The inaugural business that needs to be done:
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Mercer introduces the current board members including David Anderson from the County

(Minto), Linda Busuttil, Erin Caton, George Bridge (citizen appt for WC), Rodrigo Goller,

Ralph Manktelow (Dufferin), Guy Guardhouse (Wellington EG), and Chris White Mayor of

GET

No Disclosure(s) of Pecuniary Interest.

Mercer says that each positions are elected independently for a one year term, so we move to

the election of the chair. Bridge, the previous chair, is nominated by Busuttil and Goller

seconds. Bridge accepts the nomination.

No other nominees, so Bridge is acclaimed. He now officially takes over the meeting.

Next position is vice-chair. Mankelow nominates Goller and White seconds. Goller accepts

the nomination. No other nominations. Goller acclaimed as the vice.

Next: secretary-treasurer and chair of finance and audit. Busuttil nominates White,

Gardhouse seconds and White accepts. White acclaimed for the position.

Next, standing committees! That means finance & audit as well as the HR committee. Rules

recommend that all board members sit on at least one of those.

F&A: White, Bridge, Manktelow, Busuttil and Goller all put their names forward in

advanced.  

HR: Anderson, Bridge, Gardhouse, Caton and Caville (sp). Goller nominates Gardhouse as

chair. 

Membership of the committees approved unanimously.

Dates and times for regular meetings. Right now, the meeting day will remain the first

Wednesday of the month for most of the year at 2 pm. Bridge adds that Zoom meetings will

continue for Feb and Mar, mostly to prevent weather/travel issues.

Board calendar approved unanimously.

Board remuneration? The BoH receives a stipend for members who are not compensated by

the municipality they represent. Auditors? The BoH is required to use the same auditor as

the largest contributing municipality, which means Guelph, which means KPMG.

Minutes of October 5, 2022 Board of Health Meeting approved unanimously.

Now for the Medical Officer of Health update. Mercer says before Christmas, the community

heard a lot about the trip-demic, and while numbers are coming down slightly, area hospital

are at capacity, and that should be ongoing for next 4-6 weeks.

Mercer says the area has always had more people in hospital with COVID vs. RSV or flu, but

a combination of the three is causing the capacity issues. Adds that there's a lot of catch up

work in the next year for everything paused during the pandemic.



The consent agenda is this report, which was not included in the original release of the

agenda. Bridge calls it housekeeping and it passes unanimously.

https://wdgpublichealth.ca/sites/default/files/bh.01.jan0423.c01_-

_q3_health_protection.pdf

Next, the Nutritious Food Basket 2022 Report. Mercer says this is an annual report that

would have come back in November if not for the election. It outlines how much it costs to

eat healthily in the region.

Manager of Health Promotion Anna Vanderlaan and Nutritionist Lisa Needham prepared

the report. Needham is going to present.

Needham notes that last regional report was from 2018, so it's nice to have new data. There

have been some changes in what counts as nutrition and balance in that time.

She also says that it's important to note the cost of eating healthy due to the prevention of

chronic disease that's caused by eating unhealthily. The cost of food is a major cause for

eating unhealthy.

Consider this:
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Of course, how you're impacted by the cost of food also depends on how much money your

household brings in. Some have it rougher than others as this chart demonstrates.

Note: the yellow banner in the chart above indicates that social assistance is at play in the

scenario.

Taking into account national and provincial data, high risk groups for food insecurity

include:

On the U of G campus, post-pandemic, estimates that more than 20% of students are food

insecure, which is an increase. There are five affordable food access points available for U of

G students in need.
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In Guelph/Wellington alone, 1 in 8 households reported being food insecure. And then there

are the pandemic impacts.

Mercer said the report is interesting, and disturbing. And also notes that this is the first time

the report looked at the U of G and it's a reminder that not all uni students are flush and, in

fact, many of them are not.

Questions from the Board? Busuttil asks if there's data about Conestoga, and what policy

change will a report like this promote locally? Needham says they didn't reach out to

Conestoga, but the point is taken. Impact? Community partners use it to raise awareness &

advocacy.

Needham adds that she hasn't been able to do a lot on these issues for the last few years since

she's been redeployed, but looks forward to putting this on the front burner in 2023.

Busuttil notes that she hears a lot about community gardens as a solution, but there's still an

element of risk there. She's looking for additional initiatives. Needham says its a continue

with immediate needs too, they're in the process of summarising the various local projects.

Caton asks about adding a number of ODSP recipients in future reports since a lot of people

with disabilities have special diet needs (183% more for gluten free diets for example).

Disabled people are probably a risk category too.

Mercer says that the report follows a specific template, because she tried to suggest that

herself. She did add that the board can get that information, but the standards for this report

are set at the provincial level.

Needham says that the point of the report is to set a bench-level, so it can't represent

everyone. Needham does add that Caton's points should almost be its own report. Mercer

adds that we'll be seeing more on affordability with these issues in the future.

Anderson wants to note that OW and ODSP comes from the Province, and that funding

hasn't increased despite the increase in costs. That's something politicians can deal with.

Manktelow asks if there are comparative figures for other universities. Needham said the

numbers are out there, and while they didn't do a full comparison, the numbers are high.
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• • •

Motion to receive the Nutrias Food Basket Report. Busuttil and Manktelow move, passes

unanimously.  

Motion to forward report to the Association of Local Public Health Agencies and the Ontario

Public Health Association also passed unanimously.

Nothing to report from committees, correspondences are letters to the board announcing

appointments. Motion to receive passed unanimously.

The board is moving in-camera to take care of two items. There will be nothing coming out of

those meetings, so in terms of the public portion of the meeting it's essentially over.

End of thread!
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